MIDCAN STUDIO
RENTAL GUIDELINES
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MidCan’s 39’ x 23’ studio features a dedicated seamless white cyclorama at one end and
black & navy backdrop curtains can fully encircle the space.
A permanent 8’ x 10’
chromakey green wall is built in. Soundproofing is also built in with an insulated ceiling,
double doors & walls, the aforementioned curtains and a specially designed HVAC system.
The lighting grid is 14’6” off the floor and we provide a rolling staircase/scaffold as well as
ladders to access the grid. Floor, grid and 3-phase power are included. You can bring your
own lights or our rental department is right next door. Double rear doors pair with an
outside garage door to make load-in from our back lane a snap. We provide tables, chairs
and washroom facilities.
◆ weekday studio rental from 0830 to 1800 - $500 (after 1800, $65/hour or portion thereof)
◆ five hour “half day” weekday studio rental - $250
◆ weekend studio rental, five hour minimum - $575 (then $115/hour or portion thereof)
◆ the cyclorama walls can be lit by installed tungsten fluorescent grid lights - $100/day
◆ an large overflow area in another part of the building (accessible from the outside) with
its own washroom can be reserved for meals, makeup and extra guests - $100/day
◆ the cyclorama can be painted chromakey green with 72 hours notice - $600
ATTENTION: With the ongoing health and contamination concerns from the Covid-19 virus,
MidCan has implemented the following new guidelines for use of the studio.
-Before accessing the studio, all personnel will need to fill out an online Covid-19 screening
questionnaire
-Too keep internal exposure of others in our building low, we ask clients and crew to please access the
studio through the rear entrance
-If you are receiving guests or talent, please have one person from your organization designated to
meet them in the front lobby, make them aware of the set protocols and escort them to the studio
-No more than six people should be present in the studio at any one time
-Only one person at a time may access MidCan’s internal washrooms
-If MidCan staff or freelancers enter the studio, interact with your staff or are part of the crew we
require that you observe the following guidelines. We encourage (but do not require) that you follow
these same rules when staff or freelancers are not involved:
-except for “on-air” talent, face masks covering the nose and mouth need to be worn at all times
-as much as possible, a minimum distance of 2 metres (6 feet) must be maintained between people
-both parties’ hands should be sanitized before and after exchanging any items

